Bedstead Mattress
c o l l e c t i o n

Bedstead One

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.
Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’s unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year
guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

The Mattress

Divan and Headboard Options

This seasonal turn mattress features a ReActive™ 6 pocket
spring system. Every ReActive™ spring has 6 active turns
– each spring independently senses your shape and weight
distribution to provide total spinal and body support.

Match with a bedstead base, a traditional deep divan base
or a modern shallow divan base, then specify a sprung
divan for additional deep comfort and support, or a solid
top divan for a firmer feel.

Upholstered with luxurious and breathable layers of British
wool and eOlus™ sustainable fibre, then covered with
Cocona infused Belgian Damask, made with the fibres of
coconut husks to quickly wick away moisture.

Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or SuperStorage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum storage,
a choice of headboards, exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

Tailored with 2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for
edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for longevity.

A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can
be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,
creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.
This mattress is
100% recyclable
at the end
of its life
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Bedstead Mattress
c o l l e c t i o n

Bedstead Two

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.
Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’s unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year
guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

The Mattress

Divan and Headboard Options

This seasonal turn mattress features a ReActive™ 7 pocket
spring system. Every ReActive™ spring has 7 active turns
– each spring independently senses your shape and weight
distribution to provide total spinal and body support.

Match with a bedstead base, a traditional deep divan base
or a modern shallow divan base, then specify a sprung
divan for additional deep comfort and support, or a solid
top divan for a firmer feel.

Upholstered with luxurious and breathable layers of British
wool, finest Silk and eOlus™ sustainable fibre, then covered
with Cocona infused Belgian Damask, made with the fibres
of coconut husks to quickly wick away moisture.

Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or SuperStorage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum storage,
a choice of headboards, exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

Tailored with 2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for
edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for longevity.

A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can
be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,
creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.
This mattress is
100% recyclable
at the end
of its life
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Bedstead Mattress
c o l l e c t i o n

Bedstead Three

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.
Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’s unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year
guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

The Mattress

Divan and Headboard Options

Enjoy head-to-toe zonal support from the three zoned
ReActive™ 8 pocket spring system in this seasonal turn
mattress. Every spring has 8 active turns – each spring
independently senses your shape and weight distribution
to provide total spinal and body support.
Upholstered with naturally soft and breathable layers of British
wool, luxurious Cashmere and eOlus™ sustainable fibre, then
covered with Cocona infused Belgian Damask, made with
the fibres of coconut husks to quickly wick away moisture.
Tailored with 2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for
edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for longevity.

Match with a bedstead base, a traditional deep divan base
or a modern shallow divan base, then specify a sprung
divan for additional deep comfort and support, or a solid
top divan for a firmer feel.
Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or SuperStorage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum storage,
a choice of headboards, exquisite feet or a divan skirt.
A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can
be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,
creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.
This mattress is
100% recyclable
at the end
of its life
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Bedstead Mattress
c o l l e c t i o n

Bedstead Four

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.
Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’s unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year
guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

The Mattress

Divan and Headboard Options

This no turn mattress features a ReActive™ 8 pocket
spring system. Every ReActive™ spring has 8 active turns
– each spring independently senses your shape and weight
distribution for relaxing and energising supportive comfort.

Match with a bedstead base, a traditional deep divan base
or a modern shallow divan base, then specify a sprung
divan for additional deep comfort and support, or a solid
top divan for a firmer feel.

Upholstered with naturally soft and breathable layers of
British wool, finest Silk, Talalay Latex and Cotton, then
covered with Cocona infused Belgian Damask, made with
the fibres of coconut husks to quickly wick away moisture.

Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or SuperStorage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum storage,
a choice of headboards, exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

Tailored with 2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for
edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for longevity.

A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can
be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,
creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.
This mattress is
100% recyclable
at the end
of its life
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Bedstead Mattress
c o l l e c t i o n

Bedstead Five

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.
Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’s unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year
guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

The Mattress

Divan and Headboard Options

This no turn mattress features a ReActive™ 10 pocket
spring system. Every ReActive™ spring has 10 active turns
– each spring independently senses your shape and weight
distribution for relaxing and energising supportive comfort.

Match with a bedstead base, a traditional deep divan base
or a modern shallow divan base, then specify a sprung
divan for additional deep comfort and support, or a solid
top divan for a firmer feel.

Upholstered with naturally soft and breathable layers of
British wool, finest Silk, Talalay Latex and Cotton, then
covered with Cocona infused Belgian Damask, made with
the fibres of coconut husks to quickly wick away moisture.

Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or SuperStorage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum storage,
a choice of headboards, exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

Tailored with 3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for
edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for longevity.

A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can
be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,
creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.
This mattress is
100% recyclable
at the end
of its life
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Bedstead Mattress
c o l l e c t i o n

Bedstead Six

12

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman, customised to personal tastes and needs.
Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’s unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a 10 year
guarantee and a reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

The Mattress

Divan and Headboard Options

This no turn mattress features a ReActive™ 12 pocket
spring system. Every ReActive™ spring has 12 active turns
– each spring independently senses your shape and weight
distribution for relaxing and energising supportive comfort.

Match with a bedstead base, a traditional deep divan base
or a modern shallow divan base, then specify a sprung
divan for additional deep comfort and support, or a solid
top divan for a firmer feel.

Upholstered with naturally soft and breathable layers of
British wool, luxurious Hair, finest Cashmere and Talalay Latex,
then covered with Cocona infused Belgian Damask, made
with the fibres of coconut husks to quickly wick away moisture.

Finishing divan touches – hidden storage drawers or SuperStorage divans or Hideaway divans for maximum storage,
a choice of headboards, exquisite feet or a divan skirt.

Tailored with 3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching for
edge-to-edge support, and hand tufted for longevity.

A personal design statement – Headboards and divans can
be upholstered in a range of fabrics to match any interior,
creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.
This mattress is
100% recyclable
at the end
of its life
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